The Joy of Satan has the most important information and knowledge for the future of mankind. There is nowhere else that will ever come close to the extent of Truth and Power given and shared freely by the Joy of Satan.

Years ago people thought this wasn't really that serious or that this was a joke, or that at least, serious negative karma for this world would be avoided just by shoving one's head in one's ass.

For example, when people spoke of the NWO, people were like "yeah okay it's going to happen sometime", but now, it's actually happening. Head up in one's own rear is a postponing we no longer have the luxury to do.

Their recent plans have been exposed by millions worldwide, possibly hundreds of millions, and they were stalled, or didn't come to full fruition. How? By dissemination of information.

The enemy is preparing round 2 over this. It's going to happen. They used this as an opportunity since 2017 to get better at censorship, intimidation tactics, and tracking down things on social media and so on.

We have to adapt and keep pushing this front also. This has done the enemy a most severe damage, almost as severe as the spiritual damage. These two go hand in hand.

Our enemy has a monopoly on inputs on the human mind, on information, and on projections. We on the other hand, are restrained by the reality of the curious minds that make their own research. These people are precious, but remain a minority.

But not everyone has the time, conditions and so on, to learn. Yet many people out there aren't unworthy to be here, nor non-deserving to be here; rather, their issues have to do with time, and mere exposure to information.

Our rituals and help do work powerfully, everything we do. Yet, the real way to manifest them is also affected physically. Part of this is to manifest the spread of this power by showing off its existence, and directing people here.
Spiritual and Internet warfare is vital for us and the forum, JoS, but above all, future of this planet and people living on it. This is not understood fully yet by many, but as time goes, just ask yourself, where would we be now if x100 more people knew about the JoS 10 or 15 years ago? We would be living in a different world.

The beliefs, accepted and otherwise, let alone the "Normal beliefs" of mankind, are decided a lot by who controls the media, or the influx of information. The enemy, through this, was able to control people and their perception of reality. The wisest person and the most psychic person in the Middle Ages, may have never had access to anything spiritual - they would be lost.

The JoS exists and is now, for a rare occasion, manifest into this planet, to change this.

On our end [and I mean on an administrative level] we are trying everything within ability to promote the site. This includes advertising efforts, funding and so on. The reality is however this: nobody of the major advertisers, is willing to put the JoS up to promote anything.

If we could get Youtube Ads, or Facebook Ads, we would be inconceivably further than today. Even other medium-scale advertisers, will deny access and/or block. Even porn websites or big scams will get treated better. But this is the world we have to work with.

While we have other things we utilize here, and popular interest is rising, we need to push it on our own.

We only have each other here to do this. Everything else comes at extra.

For those who do this, yes, the Gods are really aware of this kind of work. This is imperative. This is the formulation of public opinion. This is very important and a manifestor of the spiritual warfare we do. The enemy does the same.

Instructions have been written before and others may be able to post these here as replies [would be thankful if people did].

Now, we have to be organized on Internet Warfare. The enemy has a full-blown department of public opinion control, news and media apparatus, and censorship is becoming rampant. We need to have something like this of our own, and to disseminate our own information. Any platform should be acceptable.

In order to make this happen, from now on, we will have a bi-weekly [15 days
duration] target, that we will zerg in order to advertise the JoS. This can be from replies, to links etc. All we will have to do, is make accounts and get in there.

This should be perceived as Satanic Duty, and everyone must do it for some time per day. You do unimaginable damage when you do this to the enemy, because this is like we are manifesting physically the power of the message, and carrying it to people. In conjunction with Spiritual Warfare, this progressively has massive manifestations.

Soon this week, you will see up on the forums an announcement with the target for until the end of the month. It's pretty easy. We make an account, and we just go into these platforms, leave replies, instructional replies, links, sermons, posts and so on.

I and everyone else are going to be present and doing things, as anyone should. It's pretty easy as is anyway.

In the future, there may be some form of rewards for participants in the two modes of warfare, besides the obvious that the Gods are REALLY fond of people who do these things. This earns their care and respect, because one is effectively spreading the knowledge of the Gods [and therefore opening up a connection] between their world and ours.
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